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Introduction

A spatial time series dataset [15] is a collection of time series [3], each referencing a location in
a common spatial framework [14]. Finding highly correlated time series from spatial time series
datasets collected by satellites, sensor nets, retailers, mobile device servers, and medical instruments
on a daily basis is important for many application domains such as epidemiology, ecology, climatology, and census statistics. For example, such queries were used to identify the land locations where
the climate was often affected by El Nino [13]. However, correlation queries are computationally
expensive because large spatio-temporal frameworks contain many locations and time points. The
design of efficient access methods to facilitate correlation-based query processing[1, 7] on spatial
time series data, the focus of this work, is crucial to organizations which make decisions based on
large spatio-temporal datasets.
The problem of designing an efficient indexing method for spatial time series data can be defined
as follows. Given a set of operations, e.g., finding most correlated time series with a query time
series, finding all time series with a correlation above a given threshold for a query time series,
insert, delete, and bulk load. Our goal is to find an access method, which provides efficient support
for the frequent operations in spatial time series datasets.
Previous work [1, 5, 7] on indexing time series data has focused on dimensionality reduction
followed by the use of low dimensional indexing [8, 10, 11] in the transformed space. Unfortunately,
the efficiencies of these approaches deteriorates substantially when a small dimensions of subspace
cannot represent enough information in the time series data. Many spatial time series datasets
fall in this category. For example, finding anomalies is more desirable than finding well-known
seasonality in the knowledge discovery process of spatial time series datasets. Therefore, data used
in anomaly detection is usually data whose seasonality has been removed. After transformations are
applied on deseasonalized data, the power spectrum spreads all over most dimensions. Furthermore,
in most spatial time series datasets, the number of spatial locations is much greater than the length
of time series. This makes it possible to improve the performance of query processing of spatial
time series data by exploiting spatial proximity in the design of access methods.

In this paper, we develop the spatial cone tree, an index structure for spatial time series data.
The spatial cone tree groups similar time series together based on spatial proximity. Correlationbased similarity queries are facilitated using spatial cone trees. Our approach is orthogonal to
dimensionality reduction solutions. The spatial cone tree structure preserves full length of time
series, and therefore it is insensitive to the distribution of the power spectrum after data transformations. Algebraic analyses using cost models and experimental evaluations are carried out to
show that the proposed access method saves a large portion of computational cost, ranging from
40% to 98%.
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2.1

Proposed Access Method
Spatial Cone Tree Structure

A normalized time series with m time points is located on the surface of an m-dimensional unit
sphere [15]. The correlation of two time series is directly related to the angle between the two normalized time series vectors in the multi-dimensional unit sphere. A cone [15] is a set of normalized
time series in a multi-dimensional unit sphere.
A spatial cone tree is a search tree in which each node represents a cone. Each node includes
multiple normalized time series in a multi-dimensional unit sphere. The root has at least two
children unless it is a leaf. A leaf node contains an array of leaf entries. A leaf entry consists of a
normalized time series. A non-leaf node contains an array of node entries. Every cone node x has
the following common fields:
¦ axis(x), the mean of all normalized time series in cone x
¦ span(x), the maximal angle between any normalized time series vector in node x and axis(x)
vector
Let M denote the maximum number of entries that fit in one node and max span denote the
maximum span threshold. In a cone node, the number of normalized time series and the span
should be no more than M and max span respectively.

2.2

Spatial Cone Tree Construction

Both space-partitioning methods [11] and data-partitioning methods [8, 2] can be applied to the
spatial cone tree construction. For simplicity, a top-down quad-tree-like [11] spatial cone tree
construction method is used.
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Spatial Cone Tree

Query Time Series:

Nodes Visited in a Range Query

Figure 1: Spatial Cone Tree Construction
We begin with the whole space as the root of the cone tree. When the cone span exceeds
max span or the number of time series exceeds M , a cone is split into four sub-cones based on
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spatial proximity. The time series are re-distributed into the sub-cones, and the axis and span are
calculated for each sub-cone. Each sub-cone is checked and split recursively until its cone span is
no more than max span and its number of time series is no more than M . Figure 1 illustrates
the spatial cone tree construction for a small spatial time series dataset. The spatial framework
consists of 16 locations, and each location contains a time series of length 2. Each arrow in a
location represents the normalized time series vector. The whole space L was divided into four
disjoint quadrants 1, 2, 3, and 4, and each quadrant corresponds to a cone node in the spatial cone
tree. M = 4 and max span = 10◦ . Cones 1 and 4 are further split because their spans exceed
max span.
The spatial cone tree structure allows cone overlapping in multi-dimensional unit spheres. Thus
it cannot guarantee that only one search path is required for an exact match query. However, the
overlapping-cones technique does not hurt the performance of correlation-based similarity query
processing. We will show the proposed access method saves a large portion of computational cost
in Section 3.

2.3

Operations

The spatial cone tree can efficiently support a set of operations including finding most correlated
time series with a query time series(point query), finding all time series with a correlation above a
given threshold for a query time series(range query), finding all pairs of time series with a correlation
above a given threshold between two spatial cone trees(join), insert, delete, and bulk load. Due to
page limits, we only discuss the operation of a range query, finding all time series with a correlation
over a given threshold for a query time series.
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Figure 2: (a)Upper Bound and Lower Bound (b)Filtering Lemmas
The key idea of range query processing in our approach is processing the query in a filter-andrefine style on the cone level instead of on the time series level. The filtering step traverses the
spatial cone tree, applying filtering lemmas on the cones. The filtering lemmas are developed to
eliminate cones with all times series satisfying/dissatisfying the correlation threshold. As shown
in Figure 2, the possible relationships between a cone and the query time series consist of all-true,
all-false, or some-true. All-true means that all times series with a correlation over the correlation
threshold; all-false means all time series with a correlation less than the correlation threshold; sometrue means only part of time series with a correlation over the correlation threshold. Therefore, the
cones satisfying all-true or all-false are filtered out. The cones satisfying some-true are traversed
recursively until all-true or all-false is satisfied or a leaf cone is reached. The refinement step
3

manually checks the some-true leaf cones.
For example, a range query is carried out on the spatial cone tree shown in Figure 1. The search
begins with the root of the spatial cone tree. The root cone is a some-true cone, and therefore its
children are traversed. Cones 2 and 4 are all-true cones, and cone 3 is a all-false cone. Thus only
cone 1 is traversed further. All time series in cones 2 and 4 and time series 12 and 13 are identified
to be highly correlated with the query time series.
The traversal strategies in the filtering step can use any traversal strategy [4, 9] used in treebased spatial index structures [10, 11, 12]. The processing algorithms are proved complete and
correct, i.e., there are no false dismissals or false admissions. Formal proofs will be available in the
full paper.

3

Evaluations

We provide algebraic cost models for processing the operations on spatial cone trees. These operations are efficiently supported. The proposed range query processing algorithm outperforms
sequential scan, and the proposed join query processing algorithm outperforms the nested-loop
strategy.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed query processing algorithms using a dataset from
NASA Earth science data. Correlation-based range queries and join queries were carried out on
Sea Surface Temperature (SST) data in the eastern tropical region of the Pacific Ocean and on Net
Primary Production (NPP) data in the United States. The SST data contain 11556 ocean cells of
the Pacific Ocean and the NPP data contain 2901 land cells of the United States. The records of
SST and NPP were monthly data from 1982 to 1993. The preliminary experimental results show
that the proposed query processing algorithms often save a large fraction of computational cost,
e.g., saving 97.6% of the computational cost for a join query using minimal correlation threshold
0.9 between the SST and NPP data.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we developed the spatial cone tree, an index structure for correlation-based similarity
queries. Correlation-based query processing was efficiently facilitated using the spatial cone tree.
Analytical and experimental evaluations were carried out to show the efficiency of proposed query
processing algorithms. In future work, we would like to investigate the generalization of spatial
cone trees to non-spatial index structures using spherical k-means [6] to construct cone trees.
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